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Hotwire Communications debuts Echocast at
HITEC in New Orleans
Visit Booth 1733

New Orleans, HITEC Hospitality Show, June 20, 2016 — Hotwire Communication’s Fision® Stay division
is excited to debut their newest product – EchoCast- at HITEC, the world’s largest hospitality
technology show, on June 20 in New Orleans. Attendees of HITEC can participate in live
demonstrations of EchoCast in New Orleans June 20-23.
EchoCast is a new feature to the Echo platform offered to Hotwire’s hotel customers. It allows
hotel guests to cast their favorite content from apps like Neflix®, Hulu™, sports apps, TV
Everywhere channels, directly to the hotel TV with no additional app or without the need for
any 3rd party applications required, and it’s available immediately to all hotels eligible for Fision
Echo. With thousands of supported apps available, there is endless entertainment for everyone.
Guests can cast their favorite TV shows, movies, music, live sports - and even play games.
“The release of EchoCast is an exciting next step for our hospitality division. Over the last few
years, guests have been driving the BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) trend in hotels but have not
had a way to seamlessly watch their own content on the TV. This product enables a seamless
experience and gives the guest complete control over their entire viewing experience,” explains
Alexandria Richards, Vice President of Sales at Hotwire Communications for the Fision® Stay.
Fision Stay was created to offer hoteliers a full service communications and entertainment
experience. Hotwire’s hospitality customers are connected by GPON technology to deliver the
customized solution created to meet your hotel’s needs. We offer IPTV HD television, High Speed
Internet Access (HSIA), WiFi, PBX, interactive solutions, casting capabilities, and more!

###
About Hotwire Communications: Hotwire Communications is an industry leader in providing Gigabit
connectivity and streaming video solutions to multi-family and multi-tenant communities. For over a
decade, Hotwire has been at the forefront of the Gigabit revolution, installing fiber optic networks and
delivering 1 Gbps speed since 2005 and 10 Gbps connectivity available to new communities in 2016.
Hotwire Communications provides state-of-the-art technology, superior white-glove customer care, and
a full suite of bundled telecommunication services to residential, commercial, hospitality, and student
living environments through its Fision® Home, Work, Stay, U, and Encore divisions.
For more information please visit www.hotwirecommunications.com.
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